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Abstract. For many forms of e-learning environments, the system’s behavior can be
viewed as a sequential decision process wherein, at each discrete step, the system is
responsible for selecting the next action to take. Pedagogical strategies are policies
to decide the next system action when there are multiple ones available. In this
project we present a Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach for inducing effective
pedagogical strategies and empirical evaluations of the induced strategies. This paper
addresses the technical challenges in applying RL to Cordillera, a Natural Language
Tutoring System teaching students introductory college physics. The algorithm chosen for this project is a model-based RL approach, Policy Iteration, and the training
corpus for the RL approach is an exploratory corpus, which was collected by letting
the system make random decisions when interacting with real students. Overall, our
results show that by using a rather small training corpus, the RL-induced strategies
indeed measurably improved the effectiveness of Cordillera in that the RL-induced
policies improved students’ learning gains significantly.
Keywords: reinforcement learning, pedagogical strategy, machine learning, human
learning

1. Introduction
For many forms of e-learning environments, the system’s behaviors can
be viewed as a sequential decision process wherein, at each discrete
step, the system is responsible for selecting the next action to take.
Pedagogical strategies are defined as policies to decide the next system
action when there are multiple ones available. Each of these system
c 2011 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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decisions affects the user’s successive actions and performance. Its impact on student learning cannot often be observed immediately and
the effectiveness of one decision also depends on the effectiveness of
subsequent decisions. Ideally, an effective learning environment should
craft and adapt its decisions to users’ needs [4, 52]. However, there is no
existing well-established theory on how to make these system decisions
effectively.
In this paper, we focus on one form of highly interactive e-learning
environment, Intelligent Tutoring systems (ITSs). Most existing ITSs
either employ fixed pedagogical policies providing little adaptability or
employ hand-coded pedagogical rules that seek to implement existing
cognitive or instructional theories [4, 41, 66]. These theories may or may
not have been well-evaluated. For example, in both the CTAT [4, 41]
and Andes systems [69], help is provided upon request because it is
assumed that students know when they need help and will only process
help when they desire it. Research on gaming the system, however,
has raised some doubts about this. It showed that students sometimes
exploit these mechanisms for shallow gains thus voiding the help value
[6, 5].
Previous researchers have largely treated the specification of pedagogical policies as a design problem: several versions of a system are
created, the only difference among them being the pedagogical policies
employed [47, 20, 56]. Data is then collected from human subjects interacting with each version of the system, and the students’ performance
is then statistically compared. Due to cost limitations, typically, only
a handful of alternative policies are explored. Yet, many such other
reasonable ones are still possible.
In recent years, work on the design of ITSs and Natural Language
(NL) dialogue systems has involved an increasing number of datadriven methodologies. Among these, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has
been widely applied [8, 30, 31, 32, 59, 46, 62, 72, 71]. In the project
reported here, we applied a form of RL, Policy Iteration, to improve the
effectiveness of an ITS by inducing pedagogical policies directly from
an exploratory corpus. The exploratory corpus was collected by letting
the ITS make random decisions when interacting with real students.
Compared with previous studies on applying RL to induce pedagogical policies on ITSs, this project makes at least three major contributions. First, we show that using a relatively small exploratory
training corpus is a feasible approach to induce effective pedagogical
policies. Second, we empirically show that the RL induced policies indeed improved students’ learning gains significantly. Third, while much
of the previous research on applying RL to ITSs and non-tutoring NL
dialogue systems used pre-defined state representation, our approach
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in this project is to begin with a large set of features to which a series
of feature-selection methods were applied to reduce them to a tractable
subset. We will shed some light on the relative effectiveness of different
feature-selection methods and which features among the ones defined
were most involved in the final induced policies.
Overall, our results provide empirical evidence that, when properly
applied, RL can be applied to reach rather complicated and important
instructional goals such as learning and quantitatively and substantially improve the performance of a tutoring system. In this paper,
we will describe our detailed methodology for using RL to optimize the
pedagogical policies based on limited interactions with human students
and then present empirical results from validating the induced policies
on real students.
In the following, section 2 gives a brief overview of prior related
research on applying RL to either ITS or NL dialogue systems. Section
3 explains how RL can be used to optimize pedagogical policies with a
set of given features, section 4 explains our procedure on how a series
of feature-selection methods were applied to a large set of features in
this project in order to induce the “best” policy. Section 5 describes our
general approach and section 6 describes the general methods including
an introduction of the Cordillera system and procedures, while section
7 describes how Cordillera optimizes its decisions from experimentally
obtained dialogue data. Section 8 reports empirical results evaluating the performance of Cordillera’s induced pedagogical strategies and
demonstrates that the effectiveness of Cordillera was improved.

2. Background
Generally speaking, a RL model consists of three elements: 1. S =
{S1 , . . . , Sn } is a state space; 2. A = {A1 , . . . , Am } is an action space
represented by a set of action variables; 3. R = r(si , sj , ak ) denotes
a reward model that assigns rewards to state transitions. The goal of
RL is to find an optimal policy π ∗ that maps each state to the proper
action that would generate the maximum rewards.
The empirical procedure of applying RL to either ITS or non-tutoring
NL dialogue systems can be divided into two phases: a training phase
and a test phase. The training phase mainly involves defining an appropriate state representation S, a reasonable action space A, and an
appropriate reward function R, collecting a training corpus Γ, and
applying some RL algorithms to induce policies. In order to apply RL
to induce an effective policy, it is important for the system to explore
the relevant S of possible decision action sequences during the training
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phase. A common problem in RL is finding a balance between exploration (attempting to discover more about the world) and exploitation
(using what we already know about the world to get the best results
we can). On one hand, if the system does not explore enough, the RL
approach might not find an effective policy at all. On the other hand, if
the system explores too much, it cannot stick to a path; in fact, it is not
really learning as it cannot exploit its knowledge, and so acts as though
it knows nothing. It is often unclear how much exploration should be
done in order to induce an effective policy. The test phase generally
involves some sorts of evaluations to find out whether the RL-induced
policies indeed fulfill their promises.
There are two major categories of RL, model-free algorithms and
model-based algorithms [38]. Model-free algorithms learn a value function or policy directly from the experience while interacting with the
agent; at the end of learning, the agent knows how to act, but does
not explicitly know anything about the environment. Whereas modelbased algorithms first construct a model of the state transition and
outcome structure of the environment, and then evaluate actions by
searching this model. In other words, Model-based methods do explicitly learn state transitions. Generally speaking, model-free methods
are appropriate for domains where collecting data is not a big issue;
their corresponding algorithms include Monte Carlo methods and temporal difference methods. Model-based methods, on the other hand,
are appropriate for domains where collecting data is expensive; their
corresponding algorithms include dynamic programming such as Policy
Iteration and Value Iteration.
Previously both model-free and model-based RL algorithms were
applied to improve conventional ITSs. Next, we will briefly overview
related previous research.
2.1. Previous Research On Applying RL to ITSs
Beck et al. [8] investigated applying RL to induce pedagogical policies
that would minimize the time students take to complete each problem on AnimalWatch, an ITS that teaches arithmetic to grade school
students. In the training phase of their study, they used simulated
students. Given that the cost of collecting data with simulated students is relatively low, a model-free RL method, Temporal Difference
learning, was applied. In the test phase, the induced policies were added
to AnimalWatch and the new system was empirically compared with
the original version of AnimalWatch. Results showed that the policy
group spent significantly less time per problem than their no-policy
peers. Note that their pedagogical goal was to reduce the amount of
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time per problem, however faster learning does not always result in
better learning performance. Nonetheless, their results showed that RL
can be successfully applied to induce pedagogical policies for ITSs.
Iglesias and her colleagues [30, 31, 32], on the other hand, focused on
applying RL to improve the effectiveness of an Intelligent Educational
System that teaches students DataBase Design. They applied another
model-free RL algorithm, Q-learning. The goal for the induced policy
was to provide students with direct navigation support through the
system’s content with the expectation that this would help students
learn more efficiently. In the training phase, similar to Beck et al.’s
approach, Iglesias and her colleagues used simulated students. In the
test phase, the induced policy was also empirically evaluated on real
students. Results showed that while the policy led to more effective
system usage behaviors from students, the policy students did not outperform the no-policy peers in terms of learning outcomes.
Martin and Arroyo [46] applied a model-based RL method, Policy Iteration, to induce pedagogical policies that would increase the
efficiency of hint sequencing on the Wayang Outpost web-based ITS.
During the training phase, the authors used a student model to generate
the training data for inducing the policies. Here the student model was
similar to the simulated students used in Beck et al and Iglesias et
al. In the test phase, the induced policies were tested on the student
model again and results showed that the induced policies increased its
predicted learning. However, since the policies were not tested with
human students, their effectiveness with real students is still an open
question.
Tetreault et al [62, 64] used an Intelligent Spoken Tutoring System,
ITSPOKE, which teaches students college physics [44]. In their work,
they used a previously collected corpus of physics tutorial dialogues as
a training corpus and investigated applying Policy Iteration to induce
pedagogical policies from it. The focus of their work was introducing a
novel method for evaluating state representations and thus the learning
gains of human students using the induced policy system were not
measured and compared to the prior system. Additionally, note that
because the training corpus used in this work was not collected with
the goal of exploring the full range of tutorial decisions, the tutor often
executed only one type of action in many dialogue states.
Although there have been other studies on application of RL to ITSs,
they mostly involved inducing domain models rather than pedagogical
policies. For example, Barnes and Stamper [7, 60] have applied RL to
construct problem solutions from existing students’ solutions for an ITS
called Proofs Tutorial, which teaches college-level discrete mathematics.
They used a form of the model-based RL method Value Iteration and
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the resulting problem solutions were then used to generate hints for new
students. They found that the extracted solutions and the proposed
hint-generating functions were able to provide hints over 80% of the
time for the new students.
In short, both model-free and model-based RL algorithms have been
applied to induce pedagogical policies in ITSs but only model-free RL
induced policies were empirically evaluated on real students [8, 30, 31,
32]. As far as we know, none of the previous research has empirically
shown that an RL induced policy significantly improved students’ learning performance. Given that improving learning is a primary goal for
any ITS, a better RL approach together with empirical evaluations is
needed and is attempted in this project.
Note that previous research on applying RL to induce pedagogical
policies either used pre-existing data that was collected for other purposes [62, 64] or simulated students or models [8, 30, 31, 32, 46, 1]
during the training phase. We argue that neither approach is optimal.
Using existing datasets is complicated by the fact that pre-existing
systems often explore a small part of the state-action space and thus
may yield biased or limited information. When using simulated students
or models, however, the effectiveness of the induced policies would
largely depend on the accuracy of the simulated students. Building
accurate simulated students is not easy and it is especially challenging
because human learning is a rather complex, poorly understood process.
For instance, one possible explanation for the difference between the
policy and no-policy groups that was found in [8] but not in Iglesias
et al’s work [30, 31, 32] may be that while it is possible to accurately
model time on task in [8], modeling how students would respond to
the system and simulating how students would learn is much more
challenging in [30, 31, 32].
On the other hand, previous research on applying RL to improve
dialogue systems employed an alternative approach that involved collecting an exploratory corpus from human subjects in the training
phase. Next, we will briefly describe how previous research in dialogue
systems tackled the issue.
2.2. Collecting An Exploratory Corpus
Dialogue Systems are a field of Computer Science that focuses on the
construction of computer systems that interact with human users via
natural-language dialogues. Much of the work in this area is focused on
systems that obtain information or search databases such as querying
bus schedules [54] and booking airline tickets [57]. In recent years, RL
has been widely applied to the design of dialogue systems [72, 71, 59].
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In [59], Singh et al. explored avoiding biased training data by collecting an exploratory corpus. In their study, they used a dialogue system
called NJFun, a real-time spoken dialogue system that provides users
with information about things to do in New Jersey. In order to let
the system explore the relevant space of possible decision sequences,
they collected an exploratory corpus from a system that makes random system decisions as it spoke with human users, thus ensuring that
the transitions are adequately explored [59]. Then a model-based RL
method, Value Iteration [58], was applied to induce an effective dialogue policy from the collected exploratory training corpus. In the test
phase, they empirically evaluated the induced policy on real users and
showed that the dialogue policies significantly improve the likelihood
of task completion on NJFun. Similar approaches have been shown to
be successful in other studies [72, 71].
Therefore, in this project we use neither pre-existing system-user
interaction data nor simulated students and instead followed the approach of Singh et al [59]. More specifically, in the training phase, we
collected an exploratory corpus by training human students on an ITS
that makes random decisions and then applied RL to induce pedagogical policies from the corpus; and in the test phase, we re-implemented
the ITS using the learned pedagogical policies and measured the learning gains of the induced policies with a new group of students. The
ITS involved in this project is called Cordillera, a NL tutoring system
which teaches students introductory physics [68].
Although NL tutoring systems can be seen as a type of dialogue
system, it is an open question whether using an exploratory corpus
as training data would induce policies that improve learning gains as
opposed to task completion or user satisfaction.
One major source of uncertainty comes from the fact that the rewards used in RL are much more delayed in NL tutoring systems
than in non-tutoring dialogue systems. The most preferable rewards
for NL tutoring systems are student learning gains and the rewards
for non-tutoring dialogue systems are often user satisfaction or task
completion. Even though the rewards in both types of systems will not
be available until the entire system-user interaction is over, NL tutoring dialogues are longer and more complex than the database-access
dialogues described above.
In dialogue systems like a train scheduler or NJFun, the interaction
time is often less than 20 minutes and the number of user-system
interactions is generally less than 20 turns [58, 59]. In NL tutoring
systems, on the other hand, the preparatory training materials and
tests typically exceed these timeframes significantly. In this project, it
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took students roughly 4-9 hours to complete the training on Cordillera
and the number of Cordillera-student interactions was more than 280.
More immediate rewards are more effective than more delayed rewards for RL-based policy induction. This is because the issue of assigning credit for a decision or attributing responsibility to the relevant
decision is substantially easier with more immediate rewards. The more
we delay success measures from a series of sequential decisions, the more
difficult it becomes to identify which of the decision(s) in the sequence
are responsible for our final success or failure.
Another major source of uncertainty for using an exploratory corpus
to induce effective pedagogical policies comes from the fact that the
amount of training data is severely limited by the need for student-ITS
interactions. Compared with non-tutoring dialogue systems, collecting
data on NL tutoring systems is even more expensive. In this study, we
only included 64 students’ interaction logs in the exploratory corpus
which is quite small compared with 311 dialogues used in NJFun [59]
whose domain task is much simpler than ours.
To summarize, given the much delayed reward functions and the
high cost of collecting data, it is still an open question whether applying Policy Iteration to induce pedagogical policies directly from a
relatively small exploratory training corpus would indeed be effective
in this project. Moreover, while previous research on applying RL to
ITSs and dialogue systems gave us some guidance on the type of RL
algorithms we should apply and how to collect the training corpus, we
still face one primary challenge: how to define the state representation.
2.3. Prior Work on State Representation
For RL, as with all machine learning tasks, success depends upon an
effective state representation S. Ideally S should include all of the
relevant dialogue history necessary to determine which action should
be taken next. One obvious but impractical choice is to use a complete
record of the dialogue to the present point; however, in practice we
need to compress the dialogue history to make the space tractable.
In other words, an effective representation S should be an accurate
and compact model of the learning context. The challenge thus lies in
identifying useful state features.
Early work on applying RL on non-tutoring dialogue systems focused largely on relatively simple task domains and used expert defined
slot-based state representations. In applying RL to improve NJFun,
for example, seven features were included in their representation S
which includes information such as the confidence of ASR (automatic
speech recognition), whether the system has greeted the user, which
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information is being worked on (time, actitivity, location), and how
many times a given piece of information has been asked for [58]. Additionally, some previous studies focused on the type of features that
should be included in the state representation. For instance, Frampton
and colleagues [24, 25] showed that incrementally adding high-level
contextual information (such as the user’s last dialogue act and the
last system move) into a state representation was beneficial.
As RL and MDP are applied to more complex domains, S may
increase rapidly in size and complexity. For example, when a student
is trained on an ITS, there are many factors that might determine
whether the student learns well from the ITS. Compared with nontutoring NL dialogue systems, where success is primarily a function
of communication efficiency, communication efficiency is only one of
the factors determining whether a student learns well from an ITS.
Moreover, many other factors are not well understood, so to be conservative, states need to contain features for anything that is likely to
affect learning.
To make the RL problem tractable, much prior work on applying
RL to ITSs also used pre-defined state representation. More specifically,
the representation S often consists of features that were suggested by
the learning literature. In the work of Iglesias and her colleagues’ [30,
31, 32], the state representation involves the student’s knowledge level
on various knowledge items. By doing so, they assumed that the system
should adapt its behavior based on student knowledge levels. However,
much other useful information about the learning environment, such
as the difficulty of the problem, student motivation and affect, was
largely ignored. By contrast, Tetreault et al. included a broader range
of features in their state representation: Certainty, Correctness, Percent
Correct, Concept Repetition, and Frustration [62, 64]. Note that some
of their features were manually annotated. Beck et al. [8] included 15
state features from 4 main categories that are suggested by the learning
literature. The four main categories included the student’s level of prior
proficiency, level of cognitive development, and background, and the
difficulty of the current problem [8].
While existing learning literatures and theories give helpful guidance on state representation S, we argue that such guidance is often
considerably more general than the specific state features chosen. The
following, for example, is a list of six features describing a student’s
knowledge level from different perspectives.

1. [Percentage Correct:] Defined as the number of the correct student entries divided by the total number of the student entries.
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2. [Number of Correct:] Defined as the number of the correct
student entries.
3. [Percent Correct in This Session:] Defined as the number of the
correct student entries in this session divided by the total number
of student entries in this session.
4. [Number of Correct in This Session:] Defined as the absolute
number of the correct student entries in this session.
5. [Number of Incorrect:] Defined as the number of the incorrect
student entries.
6. [Number of Incorrect in This Session:] Defined as the number
of the incorrect student entries in this session.
When making specific decisions about including a feature on student
knowledge level in S, for example, it is often not clear which one of
these six features should be included. Therefore a more general state
representation approach is needed. To this end this project began with a
large set of features to which a series of feature-selection methods were
applied to reduce them to a tractable subset. While much previous
research on the use of RL to improve ITSs and dialogue systems has
focused on developing the best policy for a set of given features [8, 30,
31, 32, 71, 29], only a little work has been done on feature selection.
Paek and Chickering’s work, for example, showed how a state-space
can be reduced by only selecting features that are parents of the local
immediate reward in that the former performs just as well as a more
complicated model with other non-parent variables [50]. In [55], Rieser
and Lemon used logistic regression to select the best state features
for a multi-modal dialogue system and showed marked improvement
over the baseline and some supervised learning methods. Most recently,
Tetreault, et al [65] tackled the feature selection issue by exploring
three evaluation metrics for assessing the utility of adding a particular
state feature to a model of user state. The feature selection procedure
employed in this project is motivated by their work [65]. However, our
approach is fundamentally different from Tetrault et al.’s work because
they explored three evaluation metrics and used a relatively simple
feature selection procedure. Here we explore a series of different feature
selection procedures, but use only one evaluation metric, the Expected
Cumulative Reward (ECR).
To summarize, while previous work on applying RL to induce pedagogical policies in ITSs indicated some potential benefits from RLinduced policies, little empirical evidence has shown that an RL induced
policy indeed improved students’ learning significantly. In this project,
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to tackle this problem directly, our approach was: 1) to involve human
subjects in both training and test phases; 2) to begin with a large set
of features to which a series of feature-selection methods were applied
to reduce them to a tractable subset.
Previously, we reported our first round of RL results in [15]. Overall,
our results showed that even though the RL-induced policies generated
significantly different patterns of tutorial decisions than the random
policy, no significant difference was found between the two groups on
overall learning performance [15]. Only on one specific skill and one
particular post-test measurement did the induced policy students score
higher than the random policy students [15].
There are many possible explanations for the lack of improvement in
our first round of RL policy induction. We argue it was because our RL
approach was limited. More specifically, a greedy-like feature selection
approach selected four features out of a total of 18 feature choices.
In [14], we explored four RL-based feature selection methods on the 18
features. We found that simply improving the feature selection methods
resulted in policies with much higher ECR than those employed in [15].
The higher the ECR value of a policy, the better the policy is supposed
to perform. However, the effectiveness of induced policies from [14] were
not tested with human students.
We then executed a second round of policy induction. As reported
earlier [16], the empirical results showed that the second round induced
policies indeed caused students to learn more and deeper. To investigate
why this welcome benefit occurred, for this paper we analyzed computer
logs to characterize the induced policies. Given the page limitations in
the previous publications, a complete and detailed description of our
RL methodology has not been reported previously.
In this paper, we will present our RL methodology, empirical results
from validating the induced policies, log analysis on the characteristics
of the induced policies, findings on which features among the ones
defined were most involved in the final induced policies, and the relative
effectiveness of different feature-selection methods. More specifically, we
will mainly focus on the second round of RL policy induction because
it turned out to be more successful.

3. Applying RL to Induce Policies with a Set of Given State
Features
Previous research on using RL to improve dialogue systems (e.g. [43,
58]) has typically used MDPs (Markov decision process) [61] to model
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dialogue data. An MDP describes a stochastic control process and
formally corresponds to a 4-tuple (S, A, T, R), in which:
S = {S1 , · · · , Sn } is a state space.
A = {A1 , · · · , Am } is an action space represented by a set of action
variables;
T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a set of transition probabilities between
states that describe the dynamics of the modeled system; for
example: P (Sj |Si , Ak ) is the probability that the model would
transition from state Si to state Sj by taking action Ak .
R : S × A × S → R denotes a reward model that assigns rewards
to state transitions and models payoffs associated with such
transitions.
Additionally, π : S → A is defined as a policy.
From the RL and MDP perspective, pedagogical strategies are simply a set of policies which are mappings from the set of states in the
state space S to a set of actions in A. Note that in order for RL to be
feasible, the number of states and actions should not be too large. On
the other hand, when an MDP is constructed for tutorial dialogues,
it can have millions of distinct dialogue states and tutor utterances.
Here both states and actions in an MDP are abstract. For instance, a
state in the MDP might be a set of features that represent thousands of
real dialogue states and the action “Elicit” in the MDP might denote
any information-seeking questions asked by the tutor. Thus, “state”
and “action” have different meanings in an MDP versus in a tutorial
dialogue. In order to induce a policy from the MDP perspective, there
must be deterministic functions for mapping from dialogue states to
MDP states and from a dialogue action to an MDP action. For instance, one type of tutorial decision we investigated is elicit/tell (ET)
decisions; a policy would determine, based on the features present in a
particular dialogue state, whether the tutor should elicit the next step
from students, or tell students the next step directly.
In this project, we applied Policy Iteration [61], which is a modelbased RL approach. One major difference between the model-based
and model-free RL methods is that the former need to learn transition
probabilities T explicitly. Generally T is estimated from a training
corpus Γ.
As each student solves a series of training problems on an ITS,
a system-student tutorial dialogue is generated. For each tutorial dialogue, a scalar performance measure called reward, R, is calculated. For
example, a common choice for R in ITSs is student learning gains. In
this project, the reward function R is based on a Normalized Learning
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Gain (NLG). This is because NLG measures a student’s gain irrespective of his/her incoming competence and we have: N LG = posttest−pretest
.
1−pretest
Here posttest and pretest refer to the students’ test scores before and
after the training respectively; and 1 is the maximum score.
After training a group of students on the ITS, we get a training
corpus Γ, which is a collection of system-student tutorial dialogues.
Following Singh et al. (1999), we can view each system-student interaction log di as a trajectory in the chosen state space determined by
the system actions and student responses:

s1di
sjdi

a1d ,rd1
i

i

−−−−→

s2di

a2d ,rd2
i

i

−−−−→

nd

nd

i
i
nd adi ,rdi
−−−→
· · · sdi i −−−

ajd ,rdj

i
i
Here
−−−
−→
sj+1
indicates that at the jth turn in the tutorial
di
dialogue di , the system is in MDP state sjdi , executes MDP action ajdi ,
receives MDP reward rdj i , and then transfers into MDP state sj+1
di . The
number of turns in di is ndi . In this project, only terminal dialogue
states have non-zero rewards because a student’s learning gain will not
be available until the entire tutorial dialogue is completed.
Dialogue sequences obtained from the training corpus Γ then can
be used to empirically estimate the transition probabilities T as: T =
,m
{p(Sj |Si , Ak )}k=1,···
i,j=1,··· ,n . More specifically, p(Sj |Si , Ak ) is calculated by
taking the number of times that the dialogue is in MDP state Si , the
tutor took action Ak , and the dialogue was next in state Sj divided
by the number of times the dialogue was in Si and the tutor took Ak .
The reliability of these estimates depends upon the size and structure
of the training data.
Once an MDP model has been completed, calculation of an optimal policy is straightforward. This project employed an RL toolkit
developed by Tetreault and Litman [65].

3.1. Tetreault and Litman’s Rl Toolkit
Tetreault, & Litman’s toolkit [65, 63, 64] uses a dynamic programming
algorithm for Policy Iteration [61]. The code was originally built on
the MDP toolkit written in Matlab [11]. The purpose of this algorithm
is to handle the problem of reward propagation. As noted above, rewards, in this case learning gains, are not assigned until the end of the
tutoring process, long after most actions have occurred. The dynamic
programming algorithm propagates the rewards back to the internal
states weighting the V-value of each state, s, via the following recursive
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equation:
V (s) = max
R(s, a) +
0
a

X

P (s0 |s, a)γV (s0 )

(1)

s0

Here P (s0 |s, a) is the estimated transition model T , R(s, a) is the
estimated reward model, and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a discount factor. If γ is less
than 1, then it will discount rewards obtained later. For all the studies
reported here, a discount factor of 0.9 was used, which is common in
other RL models [65].
The V-values, as defined by Equation 1, can be estimated to within a
desired threshold using policy iteration [61]. Here an estimated V-value
and a best possible action to take for each state are recorded. These are
then iteratively updated based on the values of its neighboring states.
This iteration stops when each update yields a difference below some
threshold . Once the policy iteration process is complete, the optimal
dialogue policy π∗ is obtained by selecting the action that produces the
highest expected reward (or V-value) for each state.
Besides inducing an optimal policy, Tetreault, & Litman’s toolkit
also calculate the Expected Cumulative Reward (ECR) and a 95%
confidence interval for the ECR (hereafter, 95%CI) for the optimal
policy [65]. The Expected Cumulative Reward (ECR) of a policy is
derived from a side calculation in the policy iteration algorithm: the
V-values of each state, the expected reward of starting from that state
and finishing at one of the final states. More specifically, the ECR of a
policy π can be calculated as follows:
ECRπ =

n
X
i=1

Ni
× V (si )
N1 + · · · + Nn

(2)

Where s1 , · · · , sn is the set of all starting states and v(si ) is the
V-values for state si ; Ni is the number of times that si appears as a
Ni
. In
start state in the model and it is normalized by dividing N1 +···+N
n
other words, the ECR of a policy π is calculated by summing over all
the initial start states in the model space and weighting them by the
frequency with which each state appears as a start state. The higher
the ECR value of a policy, the better the policy is supposed to perform.
Tetreault and Litman pointed out one limitation of using the ECR
as an evaluation metric for a policy: it assumes that there is sufficient
collected data to derive a reliable policy [65]. However, in practice
researchers frequently have to deal with issues of data sparsity. They
proposed a novel approach of taking into account the reliability of the
transition probability T and constructing a confidence interval for the
ECR for the learned policy.
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As described earlier, the transition probabilities T were derived from
the training corpus. Note that these transition probabilities T are simply estimates which are more or less accurate, depending on how much
data is available. As an illustration, Tetreault and Litman used the
following example [65]: in an MDP model, we have S = {S1 , S2 , S3 },
A = {A1 , A2 }. From a training corpus Γ, there were ten cases that an
action A1 was taken from state S1 . Out of these, three times the system
transitioned back to state S1 , two times it transitioned to state S2 , and
five times to state S3 . Thus we have
3
= 0.3
10
2
P (S2 |S1 , A1 ) =
= 0.2
10
5
P (S3 |S1 , A1 ) =
= 0.5
10
P (S1 |S1 , A1 ) =

(3)
(4)
(5)

From the same corpus, there were 1000 times that action A2 was taken
from state S2 . In 300 of those cases it transitioned to state S1 ; in 200
cases to state S2 ; and the remaining 500 times to state S3 . Thus,
300
= 0.3
1000
200
P (S2 |S2 , A2 ) =
= 0.2
1000
500
P (S3 |S2 , A2 ) =
= 0.5
1000

P (S1 |S2 , A2 ) =

(6)
(7)
(8)

While both sets of transition parameters have the same value, the
second set is more reliable. In order to take reliability into account,
Tetreault and Litman proposed a CI estimate based upon the available
data [65]. It is done by taking a transition matrix T for a slice and
sampling from each row using a Dirichlet distribution for q times (q =
1000 in this project). As a result, it generates a large number of new
transition metrics T1 , T2 , · · · , Tq that are all very similar to T . They
then run an MDP on all q transition matrices to get a range of ECR’s.
Both the ECR and the 95%CI are used for feature selection as described
in section 4.
To summarize, for each given < S, A, R > and selected training
data Γ, an optimal pedagogical policy π can be induced by applying
Tetreault, & Litman’s toolkit. In this case, our RL approach is quite
straightforward (see Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 Apply RL To Induce Policies with < S, A, R > and
Given Γ
Represent the training corpus Γ with < S, A, R >.
Estimate the transition probabilities T.
Compute the optimal dialogue policy, π, based on < S, A, R, T >.
3.2. A Simple Example of Induced Policies
Figure 1 shows an example of an RL-induced policy. The policy is for
Elicit/Tell decisions so we have A = {Elicit, T ell} (shown in the second
line in Figure 1) and we used the exploratory corpus as the training
corpus ΓExploratory . The reward function R is students’ N LG × 100.
The first line in Figure 1 shows that the example policy involves
only one state feature: [StepSimplicityP S], which is estimated from
the training corpus based on the percentage of correct answers when
the tutor has done an Elicit (i.e., asked a question) in a specific dialogue
state. 1 Thus the higher the value of StepSimplicyPS, the easier the
dialogue state. By only including one feature in the state, we assume
that the decision to elicit or to tell should depend only on the simplicity
level of the dialogue “state”.

[S:] = {StepSimplicityP S}
[A:] = {Elicit, T ell}
[Policy:]
rule 1: [0] → Elicit
rule 2: [1] → Either Elicit or Tell
ECR: 8.09
95%CI: [4.37, 12.07]
Figure 1. Using StepSimplicityPS to Induce a Single Feature Policy on ET Decisions

The RL toolkit developed by Tetreault and Litman requires all state
features in the model to be discrete variables. [StepSimplicityP S],
however, is numeric and must be discretized before a suitable MDP
can be constructed. In this project, the discretization procedure used
1

Cordillera’s dialogue manager is a finite state network, so dialogue ”state” here
refers to a state in that network. Many students will traverse the same network
state, and some of those will leave the state via the tutor asking a question. This
percentage refers to those students’ answers.
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two clustering procedures: the TwoStep procedure bounded the number
of clusters in SPSS and the K-means procedure used K-means clustering to locate the optimal cluster centers. But other discretization
procedures such as simple median split can also be applied.
After the discretization procedure, a continuous numeric variable
[StepSimplicityP S] is binned into two binary values: 0 and 1. We have:
“[StepSimplicityP S] : [0, 0.38) → 0; [0.38, 1] → 1”, which means if
StepSimplicityPS value is below 0.38, it is 0 (hard) otherwise, it is 1
(easy).
The number of MDP states in S determines the number of induced
pedagogical rules in π. Because we only have one binary feature in
the state representation, 2 pedagogical rules, rule 1 and rule 2, are
induced (shown under the [policy] in Figure 1). Rule 1 says that when
StepSimplicityPS is low (the content of this dialogue state is hard), the
tutor should elicit; while rule 2 says when StepSimplicityPS is high,
either elicit or tell will do. Figure 1 also shows that the example policy
has: ECR = 8.09 (range (−∞, 100]) with a 95% confidence interval
[4.37, 12.07], which means there is a 95% chance that the ECR of the
learned policy is between a lower-bound of 4.37 and an upper-bound
of 12.07.
So far, this section began with a description of how the problem
of inducing pedagogical policies fits into the general RL and MDP
framework. Then it described the induction toolkit employed and the
assessment metrics used. In short, the promise of the MDP and RL
approach is that once we build an estimated MDP that models the user
population and learning context accurately, the induced policy should
maximize the reward obtained from future students. With this approach, the problem of inducing effective pedagogical policies is thus reduced to computing the optimal policy for choosing actions in an MDP
– that is, the tutoring system should take actions so as to maximize
expected reward.
In this section, we described the abstract methodology by which
pedagogical policies are induced when < S, A, R > is defined and T
is estimated from a given training corpus Γ. While this approach is
theoretically appealing, the cost of obtaining human tutorial dialogues
makes it crucial to limit the size of the MDP state space in order to
minimize data sparsity problems, while retaining enough information in
the states to represent accurately the human population and learning
context. As mentioned above, our approach in this project is to begin
with a large set of features to which a series of feature-selection methods
were applied to reduce them to a tractable subset. More specifically,
we applied 12 feature selection methods. In the next section, we will
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describe our feature selection procedures in details. In section 7, we will
describe the instantiation of this methodology in Cordillera.

4. Applying Twelve Feature Selection Methods for Inducing
Pedagogical Policies
To differentiate from the specific state representation S used in the RL
and MDP formalism in section 2, we use Ω to represent a large set
of potential state features. In other words, for any induced policy in
this project, its corresponding state representation S is a subset of Ω.
In the following, we will describe for a defined < A, R > and a given
system-student interactivity training corpus Γ how to select a subset S
from a large feature choice set Ω that will generate the best policy.
In order to do feature selection, first we need to decide the maximum number of features, namely m̂, to be included in the final state
representation. In order to determine m̂, it is necessary to consider
the amount of available data and computational power. m̂ should be
small so that we have enough training data to cover each state, yet
be large enough to include enough features to represent states without
losing the information necessary to make good system decisions. In this
project, for example, based on the minimum data available from the
training corpora, we capped the number of features in each policy at
six (m̂ = 6), which means that there can be as many as 26 = 64 rules
in the learned policy.
Before getting into the details of our twelve feature selection methods, we first define an initially empty set Θ for accumulating the
induced policies for a defined < Ω, A, R > and a given training corpus
Γ. The final best policy π ∗ will be selected from Θ by ECR. This is
because ECR has been widely used as the criteria for evaluating induced
policies, for example in the field of applying RL to induce policies from
simulated corpora [34, 74, 73].
Almost every feature selection approach described below involves
inducing single-feature policies first. That is, for each state feature
choice in Ω, the RL toolkit was used to induce a single-feature policy
such as the one used earlier as an illustration (see Figure 1). Although
generating single-feature policies does not involve any feature selection
procedure, it is counted as a feature selection method labeled as “single”
for convenient reasons.
In the following, the focus is on using feature selection methods to
induce policies with at least two features, referred to as multi-feature
policies, and here we explored eleven feature-selection methods. Four
were based upon the RL toolkit and were previously described in [14];
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one was based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA); four were
combinations of PCA and RL-based; and the final pair were based upon
stochastic selection. Next, we will describe each approach in detail.
4.1. Four RL-based Feature Selection Methods
Detailed descriptions of the four RL-based approaches can be found in
[14]. Here we will give a brief summary. As described above, Tetreault
and Litman’s toolkit calculates an optimal policy together with the
policy’s ECR and 95% CI [65]. Lower-Bounds and Upper-Bounds were
used to refer to the 95% confidence bounds calculated for the ECR. For
example, the example policy in Figure 1 has ECR = 8.09 with a 95%
confidence interval= [4.37, 12.07].
To this point ECR has always been used as the criteria for selecting
the best policies. However, a policy’s Lower-Bound or Upper-Bound
can also be used as the criteria. More specifically, the former evaluates the performance of policies in the worst case, while the latter
describes how well the policy can perform. Additionally, we defined a
ECR
. Any
new criterion named Hedge as: Hedge = U pperBound−LowerBound
of these criteria, ECR, Lower-Bound, Upper-Bound, or Hedge can be
used to evaluate policies. Thus they are used as four different criteria for
our RL-based feature selections. These feature-selection methods are
fairly straightforward and use the same general procedure, described in
Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Four RL-based Feature Selection Procedure
for Ranking Metric in [ECR, Lower-Bound, Upper-Bound, Hedge]
do
Rank the features in Ω in descending order based upon the Ranking
Metric of their corresponding single-feature-policies.
for i = 2 to m̂ do
S = the top i features from the ranked Ω
Induce a pedagogical policy π with < S, A, R > and Γ
add π to Θ
end for
end for
Based upon the ranking metrics used, the four RL-based featureselection methods are named as ECR, Lower-Bound, Upper-Bound,
and Hedge respectively. If we set m̂ = 6, then each of the four methods
would add m̂ − 1 = 5 multi-feature policies to Θ.
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4.2. PCA-based Feature Selection Method
Sometimes, the state features in Ω were highly correlated which reduced their expressiveness when used together. For example, three
state features defined in this project are: the number of correct student
responses namely “nCorrectKCPM”, the number of incorrect student
responses namely “nIncorrectKCPM”, and the percentage of correct
student responses namely “pctCorrectKCPM”. The third variable can
be easily calculated from the first two in that we have:
pctCorrectKCP M =

nCorrectKCP M
nCorrectKCP M + nIncorrectKCP M

Therefore, it was necessary to apply an analysis procedure to avoid
redundant features. Here we used Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[35]. More specifically, all state feature choices in Ω were first normalized; then PCA was applied to the normalized features to generate
principal components and their corresponding eigenvalues. These eigenvalues were arranged in descending order, and all components whose
eigenvalues were less than 1 were removed. For each eigenvalue, the
feature that was maximally correlated with the corresponding principal
component was identified.
The resulting features were a subset of Ω and thus we designated
them the PCA-feature subset, labeled as ΩP CA . ΩP CA is an ordered list
arranged by the eigenvalues of its corresponding principal components.
Once ΩP CA was identified, the PCA-only feature selection procedure
was straightforward. It began with the first feature in ΩP CA and added
one feature at a time to induce a new policy. This process was repeated
until the number of features in the state representation S reaches m̂.
Thus, for m̂ = 6, the PCA feature selection method would add (m̂−1 =
5) multi-feature policies to Θ.
4.3. Four PCA and RL-based Feature Selection Methods
Next four new feature selection approaches are created by simply combining PCA-only feature selection with the four RL-based feature selection methods. In these approaches, PCA is used to winnow Ω into ΩP CA
and then the four RL-based methods, ECR, Upper Bound, Lower Bound,
and Hedge are applied on ΩP CA only. The four feature selection methods were thus named PCA-ECR, PCA-LowerBound, PCA-UpperBound,
and PCA-Hedge respectively. Similar to previous approaches, if we set
m̂ = 6, then each of four PCA and RL-based combined feature selection
methods adds m̂ − 1 = 5 multi-feature policies to Θ.
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4.4. Random Feature Selection Methods
So far nine relatively straightforward feature selection methods have
been introduced. In order to evaluate their relative effectiveness, two
random feature selection methods were employed. The expectation was
that the nine methods would be at least more effective than random
selection.
The two random feature selection methods were named Random
and PCA-Random respectively. This is because features were randomly
selected from Ω and ΩP CA respectively. Moreover, for a given m̂, both
random and PCA-random selections ran two rounds, generating m̂ − 1
policies in each round. In other words, 2×(m̂−1) multi-feature policies
were generated for either random method. If we set m̂ = 6, then the
two random selection methods would add in a total of 20 (4 × (m̂ − 1))
multi-feature policies to Θ.
4.5. Summary on the General Feature Selection
Procedure
To summarize, in this project we first defined a large set of features
that represent relevant information about the learning environment
and then applied twelve (including single) feature selection approaches
to compress the learning environment to a small but carefully selected
feature space. Our procedure can be summarized as:
1. Define < Ω, A, R > and choose Γ.
2. Decide m̂ to be included in the final policy.
3. Set Θ = ∅
a) Inducing all single-feature policies and add them to Θ.
b) Apply eleven feature selection methods to induce a total of 13×(m̂−1)
multi-feature policies 2 and add them to Θ.
4. Select the best policy from Θ by ECR.

4.6. An Example of the Best Policy
In this project we defined fifty features in Ω (details in section 7). After
running the twelve feature selection methods on Ω, a resulting “best”
policy is shown in Figure 2. The feature selection method involved in
inducing this policy is one of the four RL-based methods: ECR feature
selection. Note that here we used the same < A, R > and the same
2
Either the random or PCA-random selection would result in 2 × (m̂ − 1) multifeature policies each and each of the rest nine feature selection would result in (m̂−1)
policies.
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training corpus ΓExploratory as those used when inducing the singlefeature policy in Figure 1. Thus, we have A = {Elicit, T ell} (shown in
the second line in Figure. 2), the reward function is students’ N LG ×
100, and the training corpus is ΓExploratory .
Compared with the single-feature policy in Figure 1 which has only
StepSimplicityPS in the state representation, the policy in Figure 2 has
three state features. Their corresponding descriptions and discretization information are presented below:
[StepSimplicityPS [0, 0.38) → 0; [0.38, 1] → 1]: encodes a step’s simplicity level. Its value is estimated from the training corpus based on the
percentage of correct answers given on the dialogue state. The descretization
procedure binarized the feature into two values: 0 and 1. If less than 38% of
the answers given were correct, then this is considered to be ’hard’ content
and we set StepSimplicityPS =0; Otherwise, StepSimplicityPS = 1.
[TuConceptsToWordsPS [0, 0.074) → 0; [0.074, 1] → 1]: represents the
ratio of the physics concepts to words in the tutor’s utterances so far. The
higher this value, the greater the percentage of physics content included in
tutor turns. Dialogue states with less than 7.4% on this measure have TuConceptsToWordsPS=0 and 1 otherwise.
[TuAvgWordsSesPS [0, 22.58) → 0; [22.58, ∞) → 1]: encodes the average
number of words in tutor turns in this session. This feature reflects how
verbose the tutor is in the current session. The discretization procedure set
the threshold at 22.58, so dialogue states when the tutor had above 22.58
words per tutor turn in the current session were represented with 1 for TuAvgWordsSesPS and 0 otherwise.

Since each of the three features was discretized into 2 values, a threefeature state representation would result in a state space of 23 = 8.
Thus, 8 pedagogical rules are learned. Figure 2 shows that in 5 situations the tutor should elicit (rules 1-5), in one situation it should tell
(rule 6); in the remaining 2 cases either will do (rules 7-8).
For example, let’s explain rule 6 since it is the only situation in
which the tutor should tell. In rule 6, the state is [0 : 1 : 0], which represents the values of the three corresponding features: StepSimplicityPS,
TuConceptsToWordsPS and TuAvgWordsSesPS respectively. Rule 6
suggests that when the next dialogue content step is hard (as StepSimplicityPS is 0), the ratio of physics concepts to words in the tutor’s
entries is high (as TuConceptsToWordsPS is 1), and the tutor is not
very wordy in the current session (as TuAvgWordsSesPS is 0), then
the tutor should tell. As you can see, a three-feature policy is already
quite subtle and adaptive to the learning context. Moreover, it is not
like most of the tutorial policies derived from analyzing human tutorial
dialogues.
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[S:]
=
{StepSimplicityP S
T uAvgW ordsSesP S}
[A:] = {Elicit, T ell}
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×

[Policy:]


rules 1-5:

rule 6:

rules 7-8:

ECR:
95%CI:


0:0:0


0:0:1


1:0:1


1:1:0


1:1:1
h

0:1:0

i

"

0:1:1
1:0:0

#

→ Elicit

→ Tell

→ Either Elicit or Tell

14.25
[10.04, 18.12]

Figure 2. An Example Of Selected “best” Policy on ET Decisions

Figure 2 also shows that the induced three-feature policy has: ECR =
14.25 with a 95% confidence interval [10.04, 18.12]. It shows that adding
TuConceptsToWordsPS and TuAvgWordsSesPS to the single state representation of StepSimplicityPS is effective. Compared with the single
feature policy StepSimplicityPS in Figure 1, the three-feature policy in
Figure 2 not only has higher ECR (14.25. vs. 8.09), but also has a higher
lower-bound (10.04 vs. 4.37) and upper-bound (18.12 vs. 12.07). Thus,
in theory it should be more effective than the single-feature policy.

5. General Approach
In the learning literature, it is commonly assumed that the relevant
knowledge in domains such as math and science is structured as a set of
independent but co-occurring Knowledge Components (KCs) and that
KC’s are learned independently. A KC is “a generalization of everyday
terms like concept, principle, fact, or skill, and cognitive science terms
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like schema, production rule, misconception, or facet” [68]. For the
purposes of ITSs, these are the atomic units of knowledge. It is assumed
that a tutorial dialogue about one KC (e.g., kinetic energy) will have
no impact on the student’s understanding of any other KC (e.g, of
gravity). This is an idealization, but it has served ITS developers well
for many decades, and is a fundamental assumption of many cognitive
models [3, 49].
When dealing with a specific KC, the expectation is that the tutor’s
best policy for teaching that KC (e.g., when to Elicit vs. when to Tell)
would be based upon the student’s mastery of the KC in question, its
intrinsic difficulty, and other relevant, but not necessarily known factors
specific to that KC. In other words, an optimal policy for one KC might
not be optimal for another. Therefore, one assumption made in this
project is that inducing pedagogical policies specific to each KC
would be more effective than inducing an overall KC-general
policy.
The domain chosen for this project is the Physics work-energy domain, a common component of introductory college physics courses.
Two domain experts, who are also knowledge representation experts
(not the authors), identified 32 KCs in the domain. They had experience
identifying KCs for a series of previous studies involving college physics.
Note that a complicated domain like physics can often be broken into
many KCs. Here the 32 identified KCs are believed to cover the most
important knowledge in the domain. In order to induce effective pedagogical policies, we investigated KC specific pedagogical policies in our
RL applications.
This was a three-year project that can be divided into three stages,
one stage per year since Fall 2007. In each stage, a group of students was
trained on Cordillera. All three groups followed the same procedure:
completing a background survey, reading a textbook, taking a pretest, training on Cordillera, and finally, taking a post-test. All three
groups used the training problems and instructional materials but on
different versions of Cordillera. The versions differed only in terms of
the pedagogical policies employed for interactive tutorial decisions.
In Stage 1, Cordillera made interactive decisions randomly and we
collected an exploratory corpus that examined the consequences of each
tutorial decision with real students. The student group is thus referred
to as the Exploratory Group. In order to differentiate this version of
Cordillera from the ones used in subsequent studies, this version is
referred to as Random-Cordillera.
In Stage 2, we tried our first round of policy induction on all 32
KCs. Then these RL-induced policies were empirically evaluated. More
specifically, Tetreault, & Litman’s toolkit was applied to the Exploratory
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corpus to induce a set of pedagogical policies. Because we dichotomized
the students’ NLGs into +100 and −100 as reward functions, the induced policies were referred to as Dichotic Gain (DichGain) policies[15,
13]. The induced DichGain policies were added to Cordillera and this
version of Cordillera was named DichGain-Cordillera. Except for following different policies (random vs. DichGain), the remaining components
of Cordillera, including the GUI interface, the training problems, and
the tutorial scripts, were left untouched. DichGain-Cordillera’s effectiveness was tested by training a new group of 37 college students in
2008. Results showed that although the DichGain policies generated
significantly different patterns of tutorial decisions than the random
policy, no significant overall difference was found between the two
groups on the pretest, posttest, or the NLGs [15].
There are many possible explanations for the lack of difference in
learning outcomes between the DichGain and Exploratory groups. We
argue that the exploration of our RL approach in stage 2 was limited.
As described above, applying RL to induce effective tutorial policies
may not be a simple task for which we can plug a training corpus into
a toolkit. Rather it depends on many factors, such as state feature
choices, feature selection methods, and the definition of reward functions. In stage 2, only 18 features were included in our state feature
choices and no more than four appeared in the final induced tutorial
policies. Thus the defined 18 features may be insufficient to adequately
represent the state. Moreover our greedy-like feature selection process
may also have limited our success. More details on the procedure of
inducing DichGain policies and an example of DichGain policies can
be found in [15]. Therefore stage 3 was designed to address these
limitations in hopes of producing more effective pedagogical policies.
In stage 3, the approach to RL-related issues was greatly modified.
Instead of focusing on all 32 KCs, we only focused on the eight primary
KCs. We directly used students’ Normalized Learning Gain (NLG)×100
as the reward function instead of dichotomizing the NLG. The induced
set of tutorial policies is thus named Normalized Gain (NormGain)
tutorial policies and the version of Cordillera was named NormGainCordillera. We again ran a new group of students, named the NormGain
group, using the same educational materials as used by the previous
two groups. Next, we will describe the general methods involved in this
project.
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6. Method
In this section, we will first describe the NL tutoring system involved in
this project, Cordillera. Then we will describe the two types of tutorial
decisions, elicit/tell and justify/skip-justify, that the RL-induced pedagogical policies make. After that, we will describe the domain chosen
for this project and specifically focus on the eight major KCs on which
KC-specific NormGain policies were induced in Stage 3. Then we will
describe the experimental procedure which is identical for all three
studies in all three stages. Finally, we will describe our grading criteria
for this project.
6.1. Cordillera
Cordillera is an NL Tutoring System that teaches students introductory
college physics [68] and was developed using the TuTalk NL tutorial
dialogue toolkit [37, 36]. TuTalk is an authoring tool which enables
domain experts to construct natural language tutoring systems without programming. Instead, the domain experts focus on defining the
tutoring content by writing tutorial scripts, which are then used for
automating interactions. In other words, the script authors determine
the flow of the dialogue and the content of each tutor turn.
The student interface is used by students to read the tutor’s tutorial
instructions and to answer questions by means of natural language
entries. Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the student interface. The Message Window, located in the bottom-left corner is where the dialogue
interaction takes place. The remaining panes are the Dialogue History
Pane (upper-left), Problem Statement pane (upper-right), and Variable
Pane (lower-right).
To reduce potential confounds due to imperfect NL understanding,
the NL understanding module in Cordillera was replaced with a human
interpreter called the language understanding wizard [9]. The only task
performed by the human wizards is to match students’ answers to the
closest response from a list of potential responses and they cannot
make any tutorial decisions. In this format, Cordillera works as a communications framework that connects a student interface to a wizard
interface.
Across three stages of this project, three different versions of Cordillera
were constructed, each of which differed only in terms of the pedagogical policies employed. The remaining components of the system,
including the GUI interfaces and domain experts’ tutorial scripts, were
identical for all participants. In Cordillera the pedagogical policies are
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Figure 3. Cordillera Student Interface

used to make two types of tutorial decisions. Next, we will briefly
describe them in detail.
6.2. Two types of Tutorial Decisions
Two types of tutorial decisions: Elicit/Tell (ET) and Justify/Skipjustify (JS) were the focus of our attention. For both ET and JS
decisions, there is no widespread consensus on how or when either of
these actions should be taken. This is why our research objective is
applying RL to learn policies on them.
6.2.1. Elicit/Tell
During the course of one-on-one tutoring, the tutor often faces a simple
decision, to elicit the next step from a student, or to tell a student the
next step directly. We refer to such tutorial decisions as elicit/tell (ET)
decisions. While a lecture can be viewed as a monologue consisting of
an unbroken series of tells, human one-on-one tutoring is characterized
by a mixture of elicits and tells. Some existing theories of learning
suggest that when making tutorial decisions, a tutor should adapt its
actions to the students’ needs based upon their current knowledge level,
affective state, and other salient features [53, 51, 22, 21, 70, 18, 40].
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Typically, these theories are considerably more general than the specific
interaction decisions that system designers must make. This makes it
difficult to instantiate these theories as specific pedagogical policies in
ITSs. Therefore when facing a decision whether to elicit or to tell a
new step, most existing tutoring systems always decide to elicit [4, 41,
69, 27, 67, 44]. For example, existing NL tutoring systems often mimic
a pervasive five-step dialogue pattern found in human tutoring that
starts with the tutor posing a question or problem [26, 67].
Figure 4 presents a pair of sample dialogues comparing elicit and
tell versions of a single tutorial dialogue extracted from the log files
collected during this project. Both dialogues begin and end with the
same tutor turns (lines 1 and 6 in (a) and 1 and 4 in (b)). However, in
dialogue (a) the tutor chooses to elicit twice (lines 2-3 and 4-5 respectively) while in dialogue (b) the tutor decides to tell twice (lines 2 and
3). Note that the two dialogues cover the same domain content.

6.2.2. Justify/Skip-justify
The second tutorial decision was whether to execute a justification step,
also referred to as self-explanation in much of the learning literature.
During the tutoring process, human tutors sometimes ask students to
justify a step they have taken or an entry they have made. Their apparent goal appears to be to help students understand domain knowledge
in a deeper way. The open question is whether or not the tutor should
conduct an elaborate discussion of a problem solving step given that
this discussion is not necessary for the solution. We refer to such tutorial
decisions as justify/skip-justify (JS) decisions.
Much previous research including [12], [19], and [2] found that asking students to justify their solution steps improves student learning.
However, eliciting such a discussion may not always be desirable if,
for example, the student is well aware of the rationale. If so, typing
in a justification can be slow, frustrating, and distracting. Indeed, in
domains like second language acquisition, Wylie et al. found that tutors
asking students to justify did not lead to better learning outcomes but
did significantly increase student training time when compared to a
control group that was not asked to enter justifications [75]. Additionally, Katz, O’Donnell, and Kay [39] found that in some cases it may
be better to delay the justifications until the problem has been solved,
especially if the justification is abstract, plan-based, or lengthy.
Figure 5 presents a pair of sample dialogues comparing justify and
skip-justify versions of a single tutorial dialogue extracted from project
log files. In part (a), a justification is employed to guide the student
(line 3-4); while in part (b), the justification is skipped.
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(a) Elicit Version
1. T: So let’s start with determining the value of v1.
2. T: Which principle will help you calculate the rock’s
instantaneous magnitude of velocity at T1? {ELICIT}
3. S: definition of kinetic energy
4. T: Please write the equation for how the definition of kinetic
energy applies to this problem at T1 {ELICIT}
5. S: ke1 =0.5*m*v1ˆ2
6. T: From KE1 = 0.5*m*v1ˆ2, · · ·
(b) Tell Version
1. T: So let’s start with determining the value of v1.
2. T: To calculate the rockś instantaneous magnitude of velocity at
T1, we will apply the definition of kinetic energy again. {TELL}
3. T: Let me just write the equation for you: KE1 = 0.5*m*v1ˆ2.
{TELL}
4. T: From KE1 = 0.5*m*v1ˆ2, · · ·
Figure 4. Elicit vs. Tell

6.3. The Domain and Eight Primary Knowledge
Components
The domain chosen for this project, Physics work-energy problem solving, is a common component of introductory college physics courses.
As mentioned before, two domain experts identified 32 KCs for this
domain. However, in a domain like physics, solving a problem requires
producing an argument, proof or derivation consisting of one or more
inference steps; each step is the result of applying a domain principle,
operator or rule. Thus the major domain principles are more challenging and important than other KCs since the student’s overall learning
performance depends more on learning domain principles. Therefore,
when inducing NormGain policies, the decision was made to focus only
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(a) Justify Version
1. T:Can we infer the direction of the velocity of the rock at T1 from
the rock’s kinetic energy at T1? {ELICIT}
2. S:nope.
3. T:Excellent! Please explain why. {JUSTIFY, ELICIT}
4. S:Only the magnitude of the velocity and not the direction of it is
part of the definition of kinetic energy.
5. T:Excellent! Now that we know v1, · · · .
(b) Skip-justify Version
1. T:Can we infer the direction of the velocity of the rock at T1 from
the rock’s kinetic energy at T1? {ELICIT}
2. S:nope.
3. T:Excellent! {Skip-JUSTIFY}
4. T:Now that we know v1, · · · .

Figure 5. Justify vs. Skip-justify

on the eight primary KCs corresponding to the eight major domain
principles.
The eight major principles in the domain are shown in Table I.
In Table I, the first column lists its corresponding KC number. The
second column describes the name of the principle. The last column is
the formula or mathematical expression of the principle.
6.4. Procedure
All participants in this project experienced the same five standard
phases: 1) background survey, 2) pre-training, 3) pre-test, 4) training,
and 5) post-test. Unless specified explicitly in the following, the procedure, reading contents, training materials, GUI, and test items were
identical across all groups and in each phase there were no time limits.
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Table I. Major Principles of Work and Energy
KC

Principle description

Expressions

KC1
KC14
KC20
KC21
KC22
KC24
KC27

Weight Law (w)
Definition of Work (W)
Definition of Kinetic Energy (KE)
Gravitational Potential Energy (GPE)
Spring Potential Energy (SPE)
Total Mechanical Energy (TME)
Conservation of Total Mechanical Energy
(CTME)
Change of Total Mechanical Energy for
Non-isolated Systems (TMENC)

W = mg
W = F dcos(α)
KE = 21 mv 2
GP E = mgh
SP E = 12 kd2
T M E = KE + GP E + SP E
T M E1 = T M E2

KC28

N etW = T M E2 − T M E1

The background survey asked students for demographic information
such as gender, age, SAT scores, high school GPA, experience with
algebra, calculus, physics, and other information.
Following the background survey, students read the physics textbook
during the pre-training and took the pre-test. The physics textbook was
only available during phase 2, pre-training.
In phase 4, students were first trained to solve a demonstration
problem, which did not include physics content, on Cordillera. The
sole purpose of this step was to familiarize them with the GUI interface.
They then solved the same seven training problems in the same order
on corresponding versions of Cordillera.
Finally, students took the post-test. The pre- and post-tests were
identical in this project. Both contained a total of 33 problems selected
from the Physics literature by two domain experts (not the authors).
The 33 problems covered 168 KC applications. The tests were given
online and consisted of both multiple-choice and open-ended questions.
Open-ended questions required the students to derive an answer by
writing or solving one or more equations. Once an answer was submitted, students automatically proceeded to the next question without
receiving any feedback on the correctness of a response. Students were
not allowed to return to prior questions.
As mentioned above, the reward function for the RL algorithm is
the NLG. Therefore we used identical pre- and post-tests to avoid the
need to factor out test differences. Students were not informed that
the tests would be identical at any point; they received no feedback on
their test answers or test scores; and the minimum time between the
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pre- and posttest was one week.
Overall, only three salient differences exist between the three groups:
1. The Exploratory group with a population of 64 was recruited in
2007; the DichGain group with a population of 37 was recruited
in 2008; and the NormGain group with a population of 29 was
recruited in 2009.
2. Random-Cordillera made random decisions and the DichGain-Cordillera
and NormGain-Cordillera followed the induced DichGain and NormGain policies respectively.
3. A group of six human wizards were used by the Exploratory and
DichGain groups; but only one of the six wizards was available for
the NormGain group.
6.5. Grading
All tests were graded in a double-blind manner by a single experienced
grader by mixing all students’ test answers together. In a double-blind
manner, the grader does not know the group to which each answer
belongs nor the test, pre-test or post-test to which each answer belongs.
For all identified relevant KCs in a test question, a KC-specific score for
each KC application was given. We evaluated the student’s competence
in the following sections based on the sum of these KC-specific scores,
named cumulative KC-specific scores. This is because the KC-specific
pre- and post-test scores were used to define the reward functions
when applying RL to induce KC-specific policies. Later analysis showed
that the same findings held for other scoring rubrics. For comparison
purposes all test scores were normalized to fall in the range of [0,1].

7. Inducing NormGain Pedagogical Policies
When inducing NormGain policies we mainly focused on the eight
primary KCs, one for each major domain principle. Thus, the overall problem of inducing a policy for ET decisions and a policy for JS
decisions is decomposed into 8 sub-problems of each kind, one per KC.
Among the eight KCs, KC 1 does not arise in any JS decisions and thus
only an ET policy was induced for it. For each of the remaining seven
KCs, a pairs of policies, one ET policy and one JS policy, were induced.
So we induced 15 KC-specific NormGain policies. During the tutoring
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process, there were some decision steps that did not involve any of the
eight primary KCs. For them, two KC-general policies, an ET policy
and a JS policy, were induced. To sum, a total of 17 NormGain policies
were induced in stage 3.
Both inducing KC-general and KC-specific policies shared the same
common procedure. First, we need to define < Ω, A, R >, choose a
training corpus Γ, and determine the maximum number of features,
m̂ included in the induced policy. Once these factors are decided, the
general procedure for the 12 feature selection methods described in
section 4 are followed. In this project, we used the same state feature
choices in Ω, Γ, and m̂ for inducing each of the 17 NormGain policies.
7.1. STATE REPRESENTATION SET Ω
As described above, an effective state representation should minimize
state size while retaining sufficient relevant information about the learning context. In this project, Ω consists of only features that could be
computed automatically or evaluated objectively, such as gender. Handannotated dialogue features were omitted as the tutor would require
the features to be available in real time when the induced policies are
employed. Next, we will describe the 50 feature choices in our Ω.
The 50 feature choices were defined based upon six categories of
features considered by previous research [48, 8, 23] to be relevant for
making tutorial decisions.
Autonomy (A) Features relate to the amount of work performed by
the student in the dialogue. We defined five numeric features, which
end with an ‘A’ in their names. For example, [tellsSinceElicitA] is one
of the five features in this category. It refers to the number of tells
the student has received since the last elicit prompt, irrespective of
the KC involved. For example, tellsSinceElicitA = 2 means that two
tell decisions have been made since the last elicit decision. This feature
reflects how active a student may be currently, that is, how much work
the student has performed recently.
Background (BG) features describe general background information
about the student. The five Background Features include gender, age,
Math SAT, Verbal SAT, and pre-test scores. None of these features
change during training on Cordillera. All five background features end
with “BG”. One important note was that for DichGain group, the
following features, gender, age, Math SAT, and Verbal SAT, were not
available because of an administrative error.
Problem Solving Contextual (PS) features encode information about
the current problem-solving context. All fifteen problem solving-related
features end with ‘PS.’ For example; one feature defined in this category
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is StepSimplicityPS. It is used when inducing the single-feature policy
in Figure 1 and the three-feature policy in Figure. 2). StepSimplicityPS
is always in the range of [0, 1]. “StepSimplicityPS” = 1 means it is a
easy step, whereas if it is close to 0, it means it is a difficult question.
Performance (PM) features describe information about student performance during the training. All twelve performance-related features
end with “PM.” For example, pctCorrectKCPM refers to the percentage of the student’s correct entries on a KC. It is calculated by assessing
all of the correct cases on the present KC in the student’s entries divided
by the total number of cases the present KC appeared in the student’s
entries. This feature reflects the student’s overall competence on the
current KC.
Student Dialogue (SD) features characterize students language. All
Student Dialogue related features end with “SD.” They are simple
linguistic features that are computed from the student’s dialogue turns.
For example, one feature in this category is stuAverageWordsSD, which
refers to the average number of words per student turn. This feature
reflects how verbose the student was overall.
Temporal Situation (T) features encode time-related information
about the problem-solving process. All three temporal situation features are numeric and end with a ‘T’ in their names. For example, one
feature in this category is durationKCBetweenDecisionT. It refers to
the time since the last tutorial decision was made on the current KC.
This feature reflects how active a student’s knowledge of the current
KC is. If it is high, it means that the tutor has not mentioned the KC
recently so the student’s knowledge about the current KC may be less
activated.
7.2. Three Training Corpora
The choice of training corpus Γ is a complex one. In stage 3, we have
three training corpora available: the Exploratory corpus Γexploratory
consisted of 64 complete tutorial dialogues; the DichGain corpus ΓDichGain
contained 37; and the combined corpus Γcombined comprised a total of
101 dialogues. Γexploratory was collected for RL and designed to explore
the feature space evenly and without bias. ΓDichGain , by contrast, is
similar to many other pre-existing corpora by following a set of specific pedagogical strategies. Inducing a successful policy from ΓDichGain
would show the potential for applying RL to induce effective tutorial
policies from most pre-existing data. Γcombined , in theory, offers the
benefits of both as well as an increased dataset.
Across three corpora, the total number of ET decisions in a tutorial
dialogue ranged from 250 to 332 and we have: M = 273.89, SD = 12.46
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in Γexploratory and M = 270.54, SD = 10.00 in ΓDichGain ; the number of
JS tutorial decisions ranged from 52 to 71, we have M = 56.61, SD =
3.43 in Γexploratory and M = 58.43, SD = 2.82 in ΓDichGain ; the total
number of the tutorial decisions regardless of decision types for each
system-student interaction dialogue ranged from 288 to 3723 , we have
M = 305.48, SD = 14.01 in Γexploratory and M = 307.57, SD = 12.45
in ΓDichGain .
On a KC by KC basis, however, the average number of tutorial
decisions varies significantly across KCs: from as few as four on KC1
to more than 80 on KC20 . The average number of tutorial decisions on
elicit/tell (ET) and justify/skip-justify (JS) also varies across the eight
primary KCs. There are only 4 ET decisions on KC1 and more than
70 ET decisions on KC20 . Similarly, there are only 2 JS decisions for
KC14 on average and more than 16 for KC21 . Overall, the ET tutorial
decisions were much more frequent than the JS ones.
In this project, when inducing NormGain policies, rather than selecting one corpus a priori, all three were used. More specifically, a set
of tutorial policies were derived from each training corpus separately
and then the best policy from all sets were selected by ECR.
7.3. Maximum Number of Features m̂
As mentioned above, in order to determine m̂, it is necessary to consider
the amount of available data and available computational power. In the
worst case scenario, there were only 2 JS tutorial decision steps in the
DichGain training corpus for KC14 . Therefore, based on the minimum
data available from the three training corpora, we capped the number
of features in each policy at six, m̂ = 6, which means that there are
at least 26 = 64 states in the learned policy. Alternatively, we could
have used a flexible number for different KCs. However, it is not the
case that learned tutorial policies with six features were most effective
and instead the final 17 induced NormGain policies primarily have 3-5
features in their state representation. Only one of 17 final policies has
six features. As shown earlier, the three-feature policy in Figure 2 is
already quite subtle so it appears that six is a reasonable number.
Once < Ω, A, R >, Γ, and m̂ are determined we just need to follow
the twelve feature selection procedures described in section 4 to induce
the 17 NormGain policies. Inducing KC-specific policies can be seen as
a special case of inducing KC-general policies. Therefore, we will start
with our policy induction procedure on two KC-general policies first.
3
overall decisions < ET decisions + JS decisions because on certain tutorial decision steps, the tutor makes both types of decisions: JS first and then ET. When
we calculated the overall decisions, such a step was counted as one decision step.
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7.4. Inducing Two KC-general Policies
When inducing KC-general pedagogical policies on ET or JS decisions,
we have A = {Elicit, T ell} or A = {Justif y, Skip − Justif y} respectively. The reward function R is the same for inducing either action
A, which is calculated based upon students’ NLGs in that we have:
R = N LG × 100. Moreover, the KC-specific features defined in Ω
become KC-general features by taking into account all of the previous
instances regardless of KC. For example, nCorrectKCP M becomes
the number of correct responses on all the KCs instead of on a specific
KC.
Once < Ω, A, R >, Γ, and m̂ are all defined, we can apply our twelve
feature selection methods to get the best policy for corresponding action
decision A. The overall procedure is described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Induce Two KC-General Pedagogical Policy on ET and
JS
for Action in [ET, JS] do
if Action = ET then
A = {Elicit, T ell}
else
if Action = JS then
A = {Justif y, Skip − Justif y}
end if
end if
ΘA = ∅
for Γ in [ΓExploratory , ΓDichGain , ΓCombined ] do
Calculate reward function R = N LG × 100
ΘA,Γ = Apply twelve feature selection on < Ω, A, R >, Γ, and
m̂ (see Section 3)
ΘA = ΘA ∪ ΘA,Γ
end for
∗ from Θ by ECR
Select πA
A
∗
RETURN πA
end for
As described in section 4, the general feature selection procedure
would result in: one single-feature-policy for each feature choice in Ω
and 13 × (m̂ − 1) multi-feature policies for a given Γ. In this project,
we defined fifty features in Ω and m̂ = 6. For ET decisions, a total of
50 + 13 ∗ (6 − 1) = 115 KC-general ET policies were induced from each
training corpus. Taken together, all three corpora resulted in a total
of 115 × 3 = 445 KC-general ET policies. The final best KC-general
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ET policy was selected from the pool by ECR. For the purposes of
this project, the highest ECR irrespective of the confidence bounds
or hedging was selected. The same procedure was also followed for
inducing the KC-general JS NormGain policy.
Inducing 15 KC-specifc NormGain policies followed the same general
procedure as inducing the two KC-general NormGain policies except
that < Ω, A, R > are KC-specific. Next, we will briefly describe the
procedure.
7.5. Inducing 15 KC-specific Pedagogical Policies
In order to learn KC-specific policies, KC-specific < Ω, A, R > are
needed. For example, to induce policies on the ET decisions involving
KC20 , we consider the ET decisions involving KC20 only, the state
representation for KC20 only, and use the learning gains on KC20 only.
Therefore, we annotated our tutoring dialogues with the KCs covered
by the content and action decisions with the KCs covered by each
action.
A group of five individuals (including the first author) annotated
each of the tutoring dialogues and action decisions with the relevant
KCs. The KCs were drawn from the set of 32 identified KCs. For each
of the seven training problems, there were at least two annotators.
For each of 32 identified KCs, the final kappa was ≥ 0.77 which is
fairly high given the complexity of the task. After each utterance in
the system-student interaction dialogue was annotated with the corresponding KCs, a KC-specific Ω can be defined and a KC-specific A can
be identified.
Additionally, a domain expert (not the authors) also mapped the
pre-/post test problems to the sets of relevant KCs. So we can calculate
students’ KC-specific reward functions R defined as: N LGKCi × 100.
Once KC-specific < ΩKC , AKC , RKC > are defined, we applied a
similar procedure as for inducing KC-general NormGain in Algorithm 3.
To summarize, to induce each of 17 NormGain policies, three training corpora, a space of fifty features, and twelve feature selection methods were explored and a total of 115 × 3 = 445 potential policies were
generated. Each final NormGain policy was selected from its corresponding pool by ECR. For example, the three-feature example policy
shown in Figure 2 is one of the final 17 NormGain policies. It is a
KC-specific ET policy on KC20 that is induced from the Exploratory
Corpus Γexploratory .
The resulting 17 NormGain policies were added to Cordillera yielding a new version of the system, named NormGain-Cordillera. In order
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to execute these tutorial policies, the dialogue manager needed to keep
a record of the student’s current states on each KC. Moreover, it also
retained a KC-specific record for the tutorial decision steps. So when
a tutorial decision step occurred, the dialogue manager first looked up
the KC(s) involved in that step and then looked up the corresponding
policies. When a tutorial decision did not involve any specific KCs,
the dialogue manager followed the KC-general tutorial policies. Next,
the induced tutorial policies were evaluated on real human subjects
to see whether the students whose interactions were guided by the
NormGain tutorial policies would out-perform those guided by random
or DichGain ones.
8. Experimentally Evaluating the NormGain Policies
The goal of the evaluation reported below is twofold: first, to test
whether our improved RL methodology and software produced more
effective pedagogical strategies than either random policies or the DichGain policies; and second, to determine the characteristics of the NormGain policies.
8.1. Overall Learning Results
A one-way ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences
among the three groups on overall training time: F (2, 122) = 1.831,
p = .17. More specifically, the average total training time (in minutes)
across the seven training problems, was M = 278.73 min, SD = 67.38
for Exploratory group, M = 294.33 min, SD = 87.51 for DichGain
group, and M = 259.99 min, SD = 59.22 for NormGain group.
After solving seven training problems on Cordillera, all three groups
scored significantly higher in the posttest than pretest: F (1, 126) =
10.40, p = 0.002 for the Exploratory group, F (1, 72) = 7.20, p = 0.009
for the DichGain group, and F (1, 56) = 32.62, p = 0.000 for the NormGain group respectively. The results suggested that the basic practices
and problems, domain exposure, and interactivity of Cordillera might
help students learn even from tutors with non-optimal pedagogical
strategies.
A one-way ANOVA was used for comparing the learning performance differences among the three groups. While no significant pre-test
score differences were found: F (2, 127) = 0.53, p = 0.59, there were
significant differences among the three groups on both post-test scores
and NLG scores: F (2, 127) = 5.16, p = .007 and F (2, 127) = 7.57, p =
0.001 respectively. Figure 6 compares the three groups on the pretest, post-test, and NLG scores. Moreover, a t-test comparison showed
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that the NormGain group out-performed the DichGain group on both
post-test scores and NLG scores: t(64) = 3.28, p = .002, d 4 = 0.82
and t(64) = 3.68, p = 0.000, d = 0.95 respectively. Similar results
were found between the NormGain and Exploratory groups: t(91) =
2.76, p = .007, d = 0.63 on post-test, and t(91) = 3.61, p = 0.000, d =
0.84 on NLG scores respectively.

Maximum Score is 1

NormGain

0.65

0.70
0.60
0.50

DichGain

0.53
0.50

0.42
0.38

Exploratory

0.42

0.41

0.40
0.22

0.30

0.22

0.20
0.10
0.00
‐0.10

Pretest

Posttest

NLG

Figure 6. Compare Three Groups Learning Performance under Overall Grading

To summarize, the comparison among the three groups shows that
the NormGain group significantly outperformed both the Exploratory
and DichGain groups. These results were consistent both for the posttest scores and the NLGs and the effect sizes were large by Cohen’s d
criteria.
8.2. LOG ANALYSIS
Having compared the individual groups’ learning performance, this
subsection will compare the log file variations across the three groups.
4
Cohen’s d is defined as the mean learning gain of the experimental group minus
the mean learning gain of the control group, divided by the groups’ pooled standard
deviation.
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In order to quantify the amount of different decisions, we define an
Interactivity ratio (I-ratio) and a Justification ratio (J-ratio).
I-ratio is defined as the number of elicit decisions a student received
divided by the total number of ET decisions received in the entire tutorial dialogue. The higher this value, the more interactive the tutorial
dialogue. Similarly, J-ratio is defined as the number of times the tutor
executes a justification step divided by the total number of JS decisions
the tutor made in a tutorial dialogue. The higher this value, the deeper
and more elaborate the dialogue may be. Both values range from 0 (no
elicits or justifies) to 1 (all elicitation or justification).
8.2.1. I-Ratio
Table II summarizes t-test comparisons on the I-ratio among the three
tutorial corpora. In Table II, the first two columns list the two groups in
comparison and their corresponding mean and SD scores. The last column lists the statistical results of the t-test comparisons. From Table II,
the I-ratios for the three student groups were: 0.76 (NormGain), 0.44
(DichGain), and 0.50 (Exploratory) respectively and the differences
among them were significant: we have N ormGain > Exploratory >
DichGain. Therefore, the NormGain policies seemingly resulted in
more interactive tutorial dialogue than either the random or the DichGain policies.
Table II. Pairwise Comparison Among Three Groups On I-ratio
Group 1
NormGain
NormGain
Exploratory

0.76 (0.07)
0.76 (0.07)
0.50 (0.03)

Group 2
Exploratory
DichGain
DichGain

0.50 (0.03)
0.44 (0.04)
0.44 (0.04)

Group 1 vs. Group 2
t(91) = 24.72, p = 0.000
t(64) = 22.08, p = 0.000
t(99) = 7.967, p = .000

8.2.2. Justify Ratio
Similarly, Table III summarizes t-test comparisons on J-ratio among
the three tutorial corpora. In Table III, the first two columns list
the two groups in comparison and their corresponding mean and SD
scores. The last column lists the statistical results of the t-test comparisons. Table III, shows that the mean of J-ratios for the three student groups were: 0.82 (NormGain), 0.43 (DichGain), and 0.53 (Exploratory) and the pair wise t-test comparisons show that on J-ratio,
we have: N ormGain > Exploratory > DichGain.
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To summarize, the NormGain policies produced substantially more
elicit and more justifications than the random or DichGain ones. In the
next section the discussion will focus on some general characteristics
of the induced tutorial policies. The 17 induced NormGain tutorial
policies will be described by identifying the training corpus that each
final tutorial tactic was derived from, which feature categories were
most frequently involved in the final tutorial policies, and which feature
selection method discovered the most final tutorial policies.
8.3. The Impact of Induction Decisions on the 17
NormGain Policies
The purpose of this section is to determine how the RL-related induction decisions described in the previous sections impacted the induced
tutorial policies. For example, one decision was made to use all three
training corpora; did the final induced NormGain policies come from
one corpus or from all three corpora? Moreover, which features appeared in the final induced NormGain policies? Which feature selection
method(s) seemed to be more effective? This section begins with a
discussion of the training corpus involved in the final 17 NormGain
tutorial policies.
8.3.1. Source Training Corpus, Γ
Table IV shows the source training corpus used to induce each of
the 17 NormGain tutorial policies. As described above, among the 17
NormGain policies, two were KC-general policies, an ET policy and a
JS policy. All of the remaining 15 NormGain policies are KC-specific
policies; eight were on ET decisions, one for each of eight major domain
principles, and seven were on JS decisions, one for each major domain
principle except for KC 1 . KC 1 does not arise in any JS decisions.
In Table IV, the first column lists the row number. The second
column lists the KC on which the induced NormGain policy is specific.
The third and fourth columns show the source training corpus used in
Table III. Pairwise Comparison Among Three Groups On J-ratio
Group 1
NormGain
NormGain
Exploratory

0.82 (0.07)
0.82 (0.07)
0.53 (0.06)

Group 2
Exploratory
DichGain
DichGain

0.53 (0.06)
0.43 (0.07)
0.43 (0.07)

Group 1 vs. Group 2
t(91) = 18.95, p = 0.000
t(64) = 22.85, p = .000
t(99) = 7.894, p = .000
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Table IV. The Source Training Corpus Of the
Induced 17 NormGain Tutorial Policies

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

KC1
KC14
KC20
KC21
KC22
KC24
KC27
KC28
KC-general

ET

JS

ΓDichGain
ΓCombine
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓDichGain
ΓExploratory
ΓDichGain
ΓExploratory

−
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓExploratory
ΓDichGain
ΓDichGain

deriving NormGain tutorial policies on ET and JS for corresponding
KCs respectively. For example, the cell “ΓDichGain ” in the first row
shows that the final NormGain ET policy on KC1 is induced by using
ΓDichGain . While the last cell in the first row is empty because KC 1
does not arise in any JS decisions and thus no corresponding policy
was induced.
Table IV shows that all three Corpora were involved in generating
the final tutorial policies. However, the majority of the NormGain
tutorial policies were induced by using ΓExploratory , 11 (5 ET and 6
JS) out of 17; ΓDichGain was used to generate five (3 ET and 2 JS); and
ΓCombine only generated one NormGain policy. It is not very intuitive to
determine why most of the NormGain policies were from ΓExploratory .
Future work is needed to explore the characteristics of a training corpus
and how to choose a training corpus. However, this result reinforces the
importance of collecting an Exploratory Corpus when applying RL to
induce effective pedagogical policies.
8.3.2. Feature Selection
To induce each of the 17 NormGain policies, we applied 12 feature
selection methods on fifty feature choices. It would be interesting to
see which feature selection method(s) found the most final NormGain
tutorial policies. Table V lists all the feature selection methods that
were followed to get the final 17 NormGain tutorial policies. “single”
means it is a single feature policy.
In Table V, the first column lists the row number. For example, the
ninth row shows that the final KC-general NormGain policy on ET
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decisions is induced through applying “Lower-Bound” feature selection while the KC-general NormGain policy on JS decisions is induced
through applying “ECR” feature selection.
From Table V, it can be concluded that the five feature selection approaches: PCA-only, PCA-ECR, PCA-UpperBound, PCA-LowerBound,
and random did not elicit any of the final tutorial policies. All other
six approaches resulted in at least one. Among them, the two RLbased feature selection methods appeared to be most effective. The
Upper Bound method found five NormGain tutorial policies and the
ECR based method discovered four NormGain tutorial policies.
Previously, we explored four RL-based feature selection methods
on 18 features in [14]. That work also showed that the Upper-Bound
selection seemed to be the best among the four. When inducing NormGain policies, we explored the four RL-based feature selection methods
together with eight other methods on 50 features. Our results here
seems to be consistent with our previous results in [14] in that the
Upper Bound method seems to be an effective feature selection method
in applying RL to induce pedagogical policies.
One possible explanation may be due to our pedagogical goal. In
this project, we were mainly interested in improving student learning.
Generally speaking, learning occurs with low frequency but also with
low risk. In other words, while learning is difficult to achieve, the risk
of not learning is also low (no learning gains). However when learning
does occur, the reward is always positive. Therefore, it is reasonable
for Upper Bound to be a more effective feature selection method since
it can take risks toward selecting features that can cause learning to
occur. In short, this result indicates that in education, features that
may result in higher learning gains should always be considered by the
tutor when making decisions. This is likely due to the fact that in the
worst case a student will simply not learn rather than lose information
so the cost of considering superfluous features is low.
Overall, the results show the relative effectiveness of our twelve feature selection methods in that they at least beat the random feature
selection. However, our feature selection may still need to be improved
because one of the final induced policies is from the PCA-random
feature selection method — the ET NormGain policy on KC27 .

8.3.3. Feature Choices
Table VI summarizes features appearing in each of 17 NormGain policies. The first column lists the row number. The second and third
columns show the corresponding KC and action decisions. The fourth
column lists the number of features involved in the corresponding Nor-
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Table V. Applying 11 Feature Selection Methods to
Induce 34 Tutorial Policies

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

KC1
KC14
KC20
KC21
KC22
KC24
KC27
KC28
KC-general

ET

JS

single
single
ECR
Upper Bound
Hedge
ECR
PCA-Random
Upper Bound
Lower Bound

−
single
PCA-Hedge
PCA-Hedge
Upper Bound
Upper Bound
ECR
Upper Bound
ECR

mGain policies and the last column lists all the feature names in the
corresponding policy’s state representation.
For illustration purpose, we used simplified variable names here that
mainly indicate the category of the features. Recall that the six categories are: Autonomy (A) features, background (BG) related feature,
Performance (PM) related features, Problem Solving (PS) Contextual
features, Student Dialogue (SD) features, and Temporal Situation (T)
features.
For example, row 10 is about the JS NormGain policy on KC24 .
Row 10 shows that there are six features, “v14PS v18PS v49BG v59SD
v60SD v62SD”, in the state representation for this policy. Among the
six features, “v14PS” and “v18PS” are Problem Solving Contextual
features since their name ends with “PS”; “v49BG” is a background
feature; and the remaining three features are all Student Dialogue (SD)
features.
From Table VI, we can see that certain state features were involved
in multiple NormGain policies. For example, “v18PS” represents the
state feature StepSimplicityPS. Table VI shows that StepSimplicityPS
appears in 7 NormGain policies as “v18PS” is listed in row 4, 6, 7,
10, 11, 15, and 16. On the other hand, not every feature choice in
Ω occurred in the final 17 induced NormGain policies. For example,
“v44PM” represents the feature pctCorrectKCPM (percentage of correct student entries involving the current KC), which was not involved
in any NormGain Policy. In fact, only 30 out of 50 features occur in at
least one induced NormGain policy.
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Table VI. Features Involved in 17 NormGain Tutorial Policies

KC
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

KC1
KC14
KC14
KC20
KC20
KC21
KC21
KC22
KC22
KC24
KC24
KC27
KC27
KC28
KC28
KC − general
KC − general

action

#features

ET
ET
JS
ET
JS
JS
ET
JS
ET
JS
ET
ET
JS
JS
ET
ET
JS

1
1
1
3
5
3
3
5
2
6
4
4
4
3
5
4
5

Features
v24PS
v5T
v12PS
v18PS v23PS v26PS
v9T v15PS v28A v56SD v62SD
v13PS v18PS v20PS
v15PS v18PS v30A
v23PS v24PS v27A v46PM v47PM
v23PS v27A
v14PS v18PS v49BG v59SD v60SD v62SD
v10T v14PS v18PS v55SD
v5T v17PS v23PS v35PM
v9T v25PS v27A v56SD
v15PS v24PS v54SD
v5T v16PS v18PS v29A v41PM
v5T v18PS v27A v46PM
v16PS v17PS v23PS v25PS v27A

By summing column 4 in Table VI, we see that the total number of
feature occurrences across 17 tutorial policies was 59. For illustration
reasons, Table VII lists the number of features defined in each of the six
categories and the feature occurrences in the final 17 NormGain policies. For example, the third and fourth columns in row 4 in Table VII
show that there are fifteen PS features defined and they account for
thirty out of 59 feature occurrences in the final 17 tutorial policies.
In other words, more than half of all feature occurrences in the 17
NormGain policies were from PS.
Table VII shows that both the number of features defined for each
category and the feature occurrences in the six categories is not even.
However, we argue that the uneven distribution of the feature occurrences among the six categories was not caused by the uneven number
of features defined in each category.
Across the fifty features, the most frequent feature appears seven
times. Four features appear in more than three induced policies and
they are:
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Table VII. Occurrence of Six Category Features in The Final NormGain Tutorial
Policies
Defined Features

Feature Occurrences

1
2
3
4
5
6

Autonomy(A)
Background(BG)
Performance(PM)
Problem Solving Contextual(PS)
Student Dialogue(SD)
Temporal Situation(T)

5
5
12
15
10
3

8
1
5
30
8
7

7

Total

50

59

StepSimplicityPS (7 Occurrences): labeled as “v18PS” in VI. It is a
Problem Solving Contextual feature which encodes a step’s simplicity
level and its value is roughly estimated from the Combined Corpus based
on the percentage of answers that were correct for a step.
TuConceptsToWordsPS (5 Occurrences): labeled as “v23PS” in VI. It
is a Problem Solving Contextual feature which represents the ratio of
physics concepts to words in the tutor’s dialogue.
tellsSinceElicitA (5 Occurrences): labeled as “v27A” in VI. It is an Autonomy feature which represents the number of tells the student has
received since the last elicit.
durationKCBetweenDecisionT (4 Occurrences): labeled as “v5T” in VI.
It is a Temporal Situation feature which represents the time since the
last tutorial decision was made on the current KC.

While StepSimplicityPS can be seen as a domain-oriented feature,
the remaining three features are primarily system-behavior related features. The high occurrence of StepSimplicityPS in the NormGain policies is not very surprising because it is widely believed that difficulty
level is an important factor in a system behaving adaptively and effectively. The frequent involvement of system-behavior related features
in the induced policy may be because these features could reflect a
student’s general aptitude and the degree to which their knowledge on
a specific KC is activated. For example, tellsSinceElicitA reflects how
interactive a student has been recently and durationKCBetweenDecisionT reflects how active a student’s knowledge on the current KC is.
When durationKCBetweenDecisionT is high, it means that the tutor
has not mentioned the KC recently so the student’s knowledge on the
current KC may be less activated.
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Much to our surprise, the features related to the students’ overall
or recent performance and background (e.g., MSAT, VSAT, gender,
pretest score) appeared the least in the NormGain policies. Row 4 in
Table VII shows that the twelve PM feature choices account for only
five occurrences of this category in the final 17 NormGain policies. They
seem to be less involved even than the Temporal Situation (T) related
features. With only three features in Temporal Situation category, they
account for 7 feature occurrences.
Among the twelve PM features, nIncorrectKCPM (the number of
incorrect responses in the student’s dialogue so far) is the most frequently occurring feature in that it appeared in two final NormGain
tutorial policies. A feature such as pctCorrectKCPM (percentage of
correct student’s entries involving the current KC) did not appear in
any of the final tutorial policies. Additionally, only one out of five
background features occurred in one final tutorial tactic: ageBG** (the
age of the student). The remaining four background features, such as
MSAT, VSAT, gender, pretest score, were not involved in the final 17
NormGain policies.
To summarize, Problem Solving Contextual Features occurred most
frequently, thirty times, in the final 17 induced tutorial policies. The
features related to the students’ overall or recent performance and background appeared the least in the NormGain policies. Although space
does not permit a detailed discussion of the prevalence of features, it
appears to be a mixture of easily anticipated dependencies (e.g., step
simplicity) and a few surprises (e.g., students’ overall and immediate
performances directly reflect their level of knowledge. So why don’t
these factors matter?).

9. Discussion
To summarize, we described a practical methodology for using RL to
improve the effectiveness of an ITS over time. In a nutshell, our RL
methodology is to:
1. Choose an appropriate reward measure for the instructional goals,
an appropriate list of features for the state representations, and
identify a set of reasonable system decisions for which a policy is
needed.
2. Build an initial training system that collects an exploratory dataset
(one that tries many times from each state each of the actions
between which the policy will decide). Despite being exploratory,
this system should still provide the desired basic functionality.
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3. Apply feature selection methods when necessary, based on the size
of the exploratory corpus, to select a subset of features that capture
the most effective factors in the learning environment. Then we use
the exploratory corpus to build an empirical MDP model for the
subset of state features. The transitions of this MDP model the user
population’s reactions and rewards for the various system action
sequences.
4. Compute the optimal dialogue policy according to this learned
MDP.
5. Add the learned policy to the system and evaluate the policy on a
new group of users.
In this project, we investigated pedagogical skills at a micro-step
level. i.e. pedagogical tutorial tactics. These tactics do not govern the
domain solution path selected for presentation or the problems presented. They only govern low-level tutorial interactions, e.g. whether
the student is told what principle to apply or whether the system elicits
it with a prompt, and whether a student, once he/she has made a step,
is asked to justify his/her answer. If fine-grained pedagogical skills
of this type turn out to be effective, then more complex or contentoriented tactics, such as problem or sub-problem selection may be
similarly effective.
Compared with previous studies on applying RL to induce pedagogical policies for ITSs, this project makes at least three major
contributions. First, we bypassed the need for building simulated students by collecting an exploratory corpus; moreover, we showed that
a relatively small exploratory corpus is enough for inducing effective
policies. Second, we empirically showed that the RL induced policies
indeed help students learn better. Third, while much of the previous
research on applying RL to ITSs used pre-defined state representations,
we defined a large set of features Ω to which several feature-selection
methods were applied to reduce them to a tractable subset.
Moreover, we believe that this project also contributes to applying
RL to induce dialogue policies for dialogue systems. We showed that
using a relatively small exploratory corpus, model-based RL methods
such as Policy Iteration can still induce effective policies even when the
reward function is much delayed and the task domain is rather complex.
We argue that this is done by a rather comprehensive definition of
the state feature choices and exploration of various feature selection
methods.
More specifically, we showed that RL is able to effectively search
a very large continuous space of dialogue policies (after being dis-
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cretized, the space is ≥ 250 in size) using a relatively small amount
of training dialogue data (64 subjects in the Exploratory group and
37 in the DichGain group). A post-hoc comparison showed that our
learned policy outperformed both sets of training policies in terms of
learning performance. Our results demonstrate that the application of
RL allows one to optimize pedagogical strategies by searching through
a much larger search space than can be explored with more traditional
methods. This success supports the hypothesis that RL-induced rules
are effective and that the approach taken in this project was a feasible
one.
However, inducing effective tutorial policies was not trivial. The
DichGain tutorial policies did not seem to be more effective than the
random decisions in Random-Cordillera. A number of factors were
changed in deriving NormGain policies compared to inducing DichGain policies. These changes included the feature choices, the choice
of training corpora, feature selection methods and the definition of
reward functions. So it is still not clear which factor or factors caused
the change in effectiveness.
We also note that our learned polices made dialogue decisions based
on Problem Solving Contextual features in conjunction with other features such as Autonomy features, and also made very subtle decisions
compared with existing learning theories. As such, our RL-induced
policies are not the standard pedagogical strategies investigated in
the learning literature. For instance, it is widely believed that effective
tutors adapt their behavior to the individual student knowledge level
and incoming competence [70, 17, 40]. Indeed, individualized tutoring
is considered a Grand Challenge by the National Academy of Engineering. However, such features appeared to play little role in the effective
tutorial policies induced from our data. Rather it appears that the
Problem Solving Contextual features are most involved in the final
induced NormGain tutorial policies. Overall it appears that the learning
context features that make the most difference for determining when
to tell vs. elicit and when to Justify vs. Skip-Justify are not always
the ones that first come to mind given current theories of learning and
tutoring. Overall, our results suggest that when building an accurate
learning context model, adding domain-oriented and system behavior
related features would be beneficial.
Finally, our approach has begun to address some of the challenges
of the prevailing theory and application of RL (e.g., balancing the
competing concerns of random exploration with user experience in the
training corpus; keeping the state space as small as possible in order
to make learning data-efficient while retaining enough information for
decision-making; and providing a general methodology for reducing the
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state space to a manageable size). Our RL approach showed that most
of the NormGain tutorial policies were derived from the Exploratory
Corpus and among the twelve feature selection methods tried in this
project, the two RL-based feature selection methods, Upper-Bound and
ECR, were most effective. However, in order to investigate why these
are the case, we need more exploration. Additionally, one of the issues
we would like to investigate is how different choices of training corpora
or feature selection methods are correlated with learning gains. Also
note that we keep the training material and experimental procedure
identical for all three studies across all three stages, therefore it is not
clear whether the induced policies would still be valid if some aspect of
the training material or experimental procedure changes.
In this project, the induced NormGain policies is at best an approximation, we may be introducing the problem of hidden state or partial
observability into the problem of choosing optimal tutorial actions in
each state. For situations with hidden state a richer Partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP) model is often more appropriate
[28]. In future work, we wish to explore POMDP as POMDPs allow
for realistic modeling of the student’s knowledge levels, the student’s
intentions, and other hidden state components by incorporating them
into the state space.
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